Defend Ward Churchill!
Prosecute Civil Rights Violators!

At the request of the Colorado governor, The University of Colorado is considering firing tenured professor Ward Churchill for a speech he made about 9/11 in which he compared at least some World Trade Center victims to a Nazi named Eichmann. He's had some speech offers withdrawn thanks to threats of violence and the firestorm set off by the lynch mob has also resulted in over 100 death threats to Ward Churchill. This is intolerable and should not be allowed to happen again. The people on government payroll involved should be prosecuted for conspiring to deprive Ward Churchill of his civil rights.

Demonstration
Noon-4pm, April 16
Hyres Park
Huntington, Indiana

(Located between Fort Wayne and Indianapolis)
For more information:
http://www.etext.org/Politics/MIM/mn/sept112001/index.html
Speakers from the Maoist Internationalist Movement, more to be announced
Demonstration to go ahead in event of firing or civil settlement.